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Weak dependecnies in the relational datamodel 
V. D. Thi * N. K. Anh » 
1 Introduction 
One of the main concepts in relational database theory is the full family of functional 
dependencies, that was first axiomatized by W. W. Armstrong [1]. The full family of 
dual, strong and weak dependencies have also been introduced and axiomatized in 
[2,3,4]. The logical structures of them have also been investigated in [5,6,7,8,9,10]. 
In this paper, we give some results, that are related to weak dependencies. 
We give a necessary and sufficient condition for = Y, and then we construct 
an effective combinatorial algorithm to detemine irredundant relation R' for an 
arbitrary given relation R such that R' C R,W£, = Connections between 
dependencies are investigated also. 
2 Definitions and axioms 
Definition 2.1 Let (I be a finite set of attributes, and R = {Ai , . . . , hm\ be a 
relation over (l,A,B C fl. Then we say that B weakly depends A in R (denote 
( (Vaevl ) (kv(a) = / ! , ( « ) ) — . ( 3 4 S B ) M ' ) = M » ) ) ) 
B functionally depends A in R (denote A^—*B) if 
R 
(VAj.Ay e R) ( (VaeA) (A,(a) = Ay(a)) — (V6 e B) (A,(6) = A,(6))) 
B dually depends A in 
R (denote A-^B) if 
R 
(VAi.Ayefl) ((3o € A) (A,(a) = A/(a)) —• (36 £E B) At(6) = Ay(6))). 
Let W+ = {(A, B) : A, B ? 0 and A B} and X = CI \ X for any X C P(fl). R 
FR = { (A,B) : A^B) and DR = {A,B) :A-^B}. 
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Def in i t ion 2.2 Let 0 be a finite set, and denote P(il) its power set, P+(n) = 
P(il) \ {0} . Let Y C P+(n) X P + ( 0 ) . Then we say that Y satisfies the w+-
axioms, if for all A, B,C,D E P + ( f l ) 
(w^) (A,B)EY, ACC,BCD—>(C,D)eY; _ _ 
(u>+) A, Be P+( 0), ((VX € P+(fl)) (A C X C B —- (X, X) E Y)) — 
(.A,B)EY. 
Let Y C Pffl) x P(il). We say that Y satisfies the A-axiom if for all A C il, 
there is an E(A) such that 
[fi) A C E(A), and V 5 C E{A) —• (A, B) G Y; 
lh) (C, D)eY,C C E{A) — D C ¿ (A) , 
y satisfies the D-axiom if for all B C il, there is an E(B) such that 
(di) B C E{B), and VA C E(B) —• (A, B) G Y\ 
(da) (C, D)eY,C<£ E(B) D £ E(B). 
Def in i t ion 2.3 Let Y C P + ( n ) X P + ( f l ) . We say that Y is an w+-family over il 
ifY satisfies the w+ -axioms. 
Let Y C P(O) x P(il). We say that y is an / - (d-)family over il if Y satisfies 
the A — (B—)axiom. 
Theorem 2.4 [S]. Let Y C P + ( f l ) x P + ( f l ) . If R is a relation over il, then 
satisfies the w+-axioms. Conversely, ifY satisfies the w+ -axioms, then there is a 
relation R over il such that Y = W^. 
3 The family of weak dependencies. 
Def in i t ion 3.1 Let Y be an w+ -family, and R be a relation over CI. Then we say 
that R represents Y iff = Y. 
Def in i t ion 3.2 Let Y be an w+-family, over (I, and X G P + ( f l ) . We say that 
(X, X ) is an f1-dependency ofY if (X,JT) G Y. 
Denote by M(Y) the set of all fi-dependencies of Y. We say that X is an fl-left 
side of Y if G M(Y), and X is an il-right side of Y if (X,X) E M(Y). 
Denote GF(Y) the set of all il-left sides of Y, and GD(Y) the set of all il-nght 
sides of y . It is obvious that GF(Y) and GD(Y) does not contain 0, il. 
T h e o r e m 3.3 Let G C P + ( n ) \ { i l } . There exist exactly one w+-family Y so that 
GF(Y) = G, where 
Y = {(A,B) E P+{fi) x P+(fi) : (VX G P+(n)) (A C X C B — X E G)} 
Proof. In order to prove the theorem, we need the following lemma. 
L e m m a 3.4 Let Y be an w+-family over il. Then (A, B) E Y iff (VX E 
P+( i l ) ) (ACXCB-*(X,^)eM(Y)). 
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Proof. If (A, B) € P+(fl) x P + ( f l ) satisfies 
( V X G P + ( A ) ) (A C X C B { X , X ) E M{Y)), 
then (A, B) G Y by (tuj). Conversely, if (A, B) G Y, then 
(VX G P + ( f l ) ) (A C X C B—• A C X, .B C X — • ( I J e M ( y ) by (»+)) . 
The lemma is proved. • 
We have to show that Y is an tu+-family. By the definition of Y, it is obvi-
ous that Y satisfies (u£), where M{Y) = { ( X , X ) G Y} = ( X , X ) : X G G}, 
and GP(y) = G. We have to prove that Y satisfies (tu^). For_all A,B,C,D E 
P + ( f l ) , {AJB) € Y,A C C,B C D, (VX G P + ( f l ) ) ( C C J f C C ^ A C C C 
X Q D C B —• X G G by (A, B) G y) ) — • (G, I?) G y . 
Now, we suppose that there is an u>+-family Y' so that GF{Y') = G, then 
M ( y ' ) = { ( X , X ) : X G G} = M{Y). Hence Y' = Y by lemma 3.4. The proof is 
complete. • 
Corollary 3.5 Let G C P + ( f l ) \ {f l} . There exist exactly one w+-family Y so 
that GD(Y) = G, where 
Y = {(A, £ ) £ P + ( fl) x P + ( n) : (VX G P + (n) ) (A C X C B —> X G G)} 
Definition 3.6 [4]. Let R = {hi,...,hm} be a relation over fl. Let 
E i j = {a G fl : hi(a) = h}{a), l < i < j < m} . 
We call EIJ the equality set of R. Denote by ER the family of all equality sets 
of R. Practically, it is possible that 0 G ER, and there are some EIJ, which are 
equal to each other. According to the definition of relation, we have fl £ ER. Let 
MR = {EITI I 0 : if EPTV, E.TI £ MR, then EP>Q + E,>T} 
= { A j , . . . , A* : A,- ^ Ay for i ^ j and Ai ^ 0 for t = 1, k}. 
It is obvious that k is the number of elements of MR, and all elements of MR 
are not equal to each other. It is obvious that At- ^ {0, fl} for i = 1, k. 
Theorem 3.7 Let Y be a w+-family, and R be a relation over fl. Then R repre-
sents Y if and only if GF(Y) = P+ (fl) \ {MR U {fl}) . 
Proof. By theorem 3.3, it is easy to see that R represents Y iff GF{W%) = GF{Y). 
Consequently, we only must prove that GF{W%) = P + ( f l ) \ {MR U {fl}). 
It is obvious that GP(Wj£) does not contain 0 and fl. If X G P+{IL)\(MRU{FL}), 
then X g (0, fl) and X ^ £,,y for 1 < i < j < m. We have (V/i,-, h3- G R) ((Va G 
X ) {hi{a) = /iy(a)) — X C Eit}-,X ? Eu and Eu jt 0 by X ? 0 —• (36 G 
X ) (fci(6) = M6))) . 
Hence ( X , X ) G W+ holds and we obtain P+(fl) \ {MR U {fl}) C GF{W+). 
Conversely, if X G GF{W+), then X g {0, fl} and (X, X ) G 
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If {hi, h}- G ((3a G X) ( M a ) * M<*))), ^en X ± Ei%j ji 0. If (hi, Ay € 
R) ((VaeX) ( h i ( a ) = h y ( a ) ) ^ ( 3 b e X ) (hi(b) = A,-(6))), then X # Eu. 
Hence X ^ holds for 1 < » < j < m, and we obtain 
GF(W+) C P+(i l ) \ (MR U { 0 } ) . 
The theorem is proved. • 
Def in i t i on 3.8 [10]. Let R = {hi,..., Am} ^ ® relation over fl. l e t 
JVi.y = {o G f l : A»(a) ^ Ay(a), 1 < t < j < m}. 
We call NIJ the non-equality set of R. Denote by NR the family of all non-
e q u i t y sets of R. Practically, it is possible that fl G NR, and there are some Nij, 
which are equal to each other. According to the definition of relation, we have 
0 g NR. Let 
SR = {N^ : if NP>Q, N,,T G SR, t h e n NP,Q * N.,T} 
It is obvious that k is the number of elements of SR, and all elements of SR are 
not equal to each other. It is obvious that Bi {0} for i = 1, k. 
Coro l la ry 3 .9 Let Y be an w+-family, and R be a relation over i l . Then R 
represents Y if and only if GD(Y) = P+(il) \ (SR U { i l } ) . 
The next proposition shows that from given any to+-family Y, we can construct 
one simple non-empty relation R such that W^ = Y. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.10 Let Y be an w+-family over i l , G F ( Y ) be a set of all (l-left 
sides of Y, and let M = P+(il) \ (GP(K) U { i l } ) . 
If \Mj = 0 then R is relation for any one-element. If \M\ > 1 then we assume 
that M = {Ai,..., Ah}, we set R - {A1 ( A 2 , . . . , A2fc_1> h?k} a a follows: 
f o r t = l , . . . f c : V o G n h2 i - i (a) = 2i - 1 
l (n) _ i 2t - 1 if a G Ai 
' ' ~ \ 2t otherwise 
Then R represents Y. 
Proof . If \M\ = 0 then GF(Y) = P+( i l )\ {n} . So (X,Y) G Y for a l l * G P + ( i l )\ 
{ i l } and we have Y = P + ( i l ) X P + ( i l ) by (tuj). Thus = Y stands for any one-
element relation and R ^ 0. If \M\ > 1 then it is obvious that R ^ 0 holds. Clearly, 
ER = M U{0} . Hence M = MR holds and we have GF(Y) = P+(N)\(MKU{N}). 
By Theorem 3.7 we obtain = Y. The proposition is proved. 
• 
We say that R is u;+-irredundant relation if R' C R imply Wt ^ W i . We give 
an effective algorithm, which determines for a given arbitrary relation R a relation 
R' such that R' C R, W+ = W+ and R' is irredundant. 
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Algorithm S . l l Let R = { / i i , . . . , h m } be a relation over fl. 
Step 1. From given relation R we construct ER = {2?«,/ is an equality set of 
R, 1 < *' < j < m}. 
Step 2. From ER we construct MR = {EI<} / 0 : if EPTQ,ETIT € MR, then 
EP<%^ EA<T}. Assume that MR = { A 1 ( . . . , Ait}. 
We construct sets of index pairs, as follows: Let 
A = { ( ¿ , j ) : E I , = A\) IK = {(»•,;): EU = A f c}. 
Denote by /< the number of elements of /,-, where t = 1 , . . . , 
Denote /¿(p) and i^(p) the first and second indicies of p-th pair in Iq, where 
q = 1 , . . . , jfc and 1 < p < After that we perform the program IRREDUNDANT. 
Then R' = {hi : i € C } is an io+-irredundant relation such that R' C R, and 
Proof . It is obvious that R' C R. According to the construction of the algorithm, 
it can be seen that after we perform the program, /« ^ 0 holds for t = l,...,k. On 
the other hand, by theorem 3.7 we have W^, = By procedure delete (i, j), 
program deletes all redundant rows of R. Thus, ¿2' is an w+-irredundant relation. 
The proof is complete. 
We have J i ( l : fel J f c[l : /*]. D 
Program IRREDUNDANT; 
begin 
C := 0; 
for q := 1 to fc do 
for p := 1 to lq d o 
for s := 1 to 2 d o 
if I'q(p) <£ C then 
begin 
t : = g ; 
while t < k do 
begin 
r '•— l ; 
while ( / / ( r ) = l>(p) or i?(r) = /«(p)) and r < k do 
r := r + 1; 
if r = It + 1 then 
begin C := C U I*{p)\t := k + 2 
end 
else t := t + 1; 
end; 
if t = jfc + 1 then 
for t := q io k do 
for r := 1 to It do 
begin 
if 7?(r) = /«(p) then begin 
delete ( / / (r ) , /|(p)) ; 
It := h ~ 1 
end; 
i f / 1 ( 0 - /^(p) then begin 
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delete (I'q(p), J?(r)); 





Remark 3.12 It can be seen that each Step of algorithm S.ll requires time poly-
nomial in the number of rows and columns of R. Consequently, the time complexity 
of Algorithm S.ll is polynomial in |J2| and |fi|, where by |iZ| and |fi| the number of 
elements of R and 0. 
It is easy to see that R', which is constructed in Algorithm 3.11 is an w+-
irredundant relation, and has maximal cardinality. 
It can be seen that if R is any u>+-irredundant relation, and R represents Y, 
then a /2p?f < \R\ < 2|M|, where M = P + ( f i ) \ ( G P ( y ) U {fi>) # 0, and \R\ = 1 
when M = 0. 
4 Connections between dependencies. 
Claim 4.1 [S]. Let R be a relation over fi and let A, B C 0 . Then we have 
A-UBiff(VbeB) ( A - ^ m k a 
A B iff (Va G B) ( {a } B). 
We have obtained that uniquely determines FR and DR. 
Definition 4.2 Let F be an f-family over fi, and (A,B) € F. Then we say 
that (A, B) is a maximal right side dependency of F if VB' : B C B', (A, B') € 
F —• B' — B. Denote by M(F) the set of maximal right side dependencies of 
F. We say that B(B C fl) is a maximal right side of F iff there is an A so that 
(A,B) e M(F). Denote G(F) the set of maximal riht sides of F. A family G of 
subset of Q is closed under intersection iff A, B G G imply Ar\B G G. Denote M+ 
the set {nM' : M ' C M } , We say that M generates G iff M+ = G. 
Theorem 4.3 [1]. Let F be an f-family over fl. The G(F) is closed under in-
tersection. Conversely, if G is any family of subset of fi, which is closed under 
intersection, then there exists exactly one f-family F such that G(F) = G, where 
F = {(A, B) : VC G G : A C C —• B C C). 
Definition 4.4 Let D be a d-family over fl, and ( A , B ) G D. Then we say that 
(A,B) is a maximal left side dependency of D if VA1 : A C A',(A',B) G D —> 
A' — A. Denote by M(D) the set of maximal left sides dependencies of D. We say 
that A(A C fl) is a maximal left side of D iff there is an B so that (4 , B) G M{D). 
Denote G(D) the set of maximal left sides of D. A family G of subset of fi is called 
d-semilattice iff G contains 0, fi and A,B&G imply A n B G G. 
Theorem 4.5 [£]. Let D be an d-family over fi. Then G(D) is a d-semilattice 
over fi. Conversely, if G is any d-semilattice, then there exists exactly one d-family 
D such that G(D) = G, where D = { (A , B) : VC G G : A % C —* B %C}. 
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Theorem 4.6 Let Y be an w+-family over fl.. Then D(Y) = { (A, B) : Vo € 
e i ^ t i an d-family over fl and G(D) = (P+(fl) \ GD(Y) \ {fl})+ U 
Proof. It is easy to see that D{Y) satisfies I?-axiom. So D(Y) is an d-family over 
fl. Clearly, G(D) is an d-semilattice over fl. It is obvious that G(D) contains 0, CI. 
Set GD(Y) = P+(fl) \ G D ( Y ) , clearly, (GD{Y)\{0})+ contains fljby convention 
H0 = fl). Now, we assume that X ^ 0, fl and if X 6 GD(Y) then (X, X) £ Y. Set 
Xx = {o e fl : ( W , X ) e D} = {o e fl : ( {a} ,X) G Y). We have X C Xu if we 
suppose that X y^Xi and choose an element a from (Xi \ X) then ({a}, I ) 6 7 
and a £ X. So (X , X ) S F by {wf), this contradicts (X, X)£Y. Hence, X = Xi 
and X 6 G(D). We obtain {GD{Y) \ {fl})+ U {0} C G(D). 
Conversely, if X e G{D) and X £ {0, fl}, then X = { o e Cl: ({a}, X) e Y}. If 
we assume that VZ e GD(Y) : X D Z then X = fl by (u>^"). So this contradicts 
X fl. Consequently, there is an Z £ GD(Y) such that X C Z. 
If there is an Z € GD(Y) such that X = Z, then X & {GD(Y) \ {fl})+. 
Conversely, we set H = {Z € GD{Y) : X C. Y} = {Zu...,Zk}. We have 
k k 
X C n 2k- Let us choose an element a from f^Z i then ( { a } , X ) e Y by (taj"). 
So, we have n Z{ C X . Thus, X = n Z{ and we obtain X £ {GD{Y) \ { f l } ) + . 
¿=i ¿=1 
The theorem is proved. 
• 
Corollary 4.7 Let Y be an w+ -family over Cl,GF(Y) = P+( f l ) \ GF(Y),C = 
_n X . Then F{Y) = {{A,B) :Vb e B,{A,{b}) <=Y} u { (0 , I>) : D C C) is 
X£GF(Y) 
an f-family over Cl and G{F) = {GF(Y) \ {fl})+. 
Remark . It is easy to see that F(Y) satisfies A-axiom and we have ¿£(0) = O. 
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